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This document is a description of and users manual for
a USA FORTRAN IV computer program which computes an
aerodynamic influence matrix and which is one of
several computer programs used to analyze lifting, thin
wings in steady, subsonic flow according to a kernel
function method lifting surface theory. The most
significant features of the program are that it can
treat unsymmetrical wings, control points can be placed
on the leading and/or trailing edges, and a stable,
efficient algorithm is used to compute the influence
matrix.
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This document is a description of and users manual for
a USA FORTRAN IV computer program which computes an
aerodynamic influence matrix and which is one of
several computer programs used to analyze lifting, thin
wings in steady, subsonic flow according to a kernel
function method lifting surface theory. The most
significant features of the program are that it can
treat unsymmetrical wings, control points can be placed
on the leading and/or trailing edges, and a stable,
efficient algorithm is used to compute the influence
matrix.
Questions concern inc either this document or the
computer program or the associated computer programs









This program implements the algorithms discussed in
ref. 1 for determining the aerodynamic influence matrix
of a thin, lifting, planar wing in linearized, steady,
subsonic flow. (i.e., the downwash modes induced by
/he pressure modes). The program utilizes the new
technique (discussed in ref. 1) which requires fewer
quadrature points yet still calculates the influence
functions accurately enough to guarantee convergence
with, an increasing number of spanwise quadrature
points.
The types of wings wh'ich may be treated by the program
include asymmetric ones and ones with curved edges.
Also control points on the wing leading and/or trailing
edges may be handled. The wing geometry and spanwise
integration points are input to the program from a disk
file or tape (see section 5.1) created by the geometry
program (ref. 2). The influence matrix which this
program calculates is written on a disk file or tane
(AIM file, see section 5.2 for a complete description).
This AIM file is then used by the equation solving
program (ref. 3), which determines the coefficients in
the expansion for the lifting pressure coefficient,
Delta-Cp. Also the AIM file may be used by the
boundary condition program (ref. 4) and the planform
plotting program (ref. 5) since the wing control points
may be changed by this influence matrix program.
This program was designed to operate under a command
format. After some initial input is entered, the
program prints a + sign (in the conversational mode).
At this point the user enters a command. Then the
program performs an action associated with the command.
This action may consist of reading a variable or
variables, reading in the geometry of a new wing, or
beginning the computation of the AIM file for the
current wing.
This command format approach has been found to be
extremely flexible and to make the program very easy to
use. For example, it allows the user to enter data in
any order that he wishes and allows a conversational
user to correct mistakes easily since each command may
be given as many times as the user wishes. A complete




Another particularly useful feature of this program is
that, with a single program run, the user can create
more than one AIM file. These files can be AIM files
for different wings and/or AIM files for the same wing.
AIM files for the same wing can differ from one another
because of changes in the Mach number or else different
choices for the number of spanwise integration points
or other integration parameters or else because of a
different set of control points. The ability of the
program to change the chordwise control points
arbitrarily and the spanwise control points to a
limited extent from those (default) control points
stored on the geometry file has been found to be




3.1 INITIAL SETUP AMES' TSS SYSTEM
For either batch or conversational processing the
following TSS commands must be given. These commands
are required once and only once for each user ID. The
first three commands create the identification number






3.2 CONVERSATIONAL USE ON AMES' TSS SYSTEM
All integer data should be entered in a 1615 format and
all floating point data in 8F10.0 format.




It is not necessary to issue DDEFS for the
geometry, identification number, and influence
matrix files because the program issues its own
DDEF commands to TSS.
USER: CALL INF$
PROG: ENTER BATCH
USER: Enter carriage return for conversational mode.
PROG: ENTER ID1.
USER: Enter identification number of the geometry
file. If a negative number is entered, then the
most recent geometry file will be used. Enter




USER: At this point the user must begin entering
commands. After each command he should enter
the input, if any, associated with that command.
The program does not prompt for this input. If
the command is any of the commands except STOP,
START, or WING, the program will respond with
another + sign and the user must enter the next
command. With a STOP command, the program will
terminate. With a START command the program
will request a value for ODISK. If output on
the terminal is desired, enter zero. Otherwise
enter an integer from 1-9. The program will
respond by giving the name of the file where the
output wil'l be found. Then the program will
commence with the calculation of the influence
matrix. This may take many minutes on the AMES
IBM 360/67 since the calculation can be lengthy.
After the calculation has been finished, the
program will respond with another + sign. At
this time the user may make modifications to the
data and calculate another influence matrix or
else he may give the STOP command. After a WING
command the program loops back to the point
where it requests 101. After a WING command has
been given, the program resets variables which
have default values. This means that, for
example, if the user had given the NSTnPF
command once, he would have to give it again
after a WING command to retain the effect of the
NSTORE command.
3.3 TSS BATCH HODE
The batch mode operates the same as the conversational
mode with the sole exception that a "T" must be put in
column 1 on the first card (for the logical variable




4 DESCRIPTION OF COMMANDS
In all cases the first three letters of a command are
sufficient input. All integer data should be entered
in a 1615 format and all floating point data in 8F10.0
format. The input, if any, associated with each
command is to be entered on the following line in
conversational processing and in batch processing is to
be on cards immediately following the command card.
The same command may occur more than once. This is
useful in correcting data entered in error.
Although the commands may, for the most part, be
entered in any order the following command sequences
must be observed: PP, if it is to be given, must
precede the NMAX and CWITYPE commands. The START
command must precede the WING and STOP commands. The
MM command must precede the SWTYPE, KK, and MREF
commands.
Certain commands reverse their effect each time the
command is used. In other words, if the subject
commands are given twice, the effect will be the same
as if they were never given. Also the variables
associated with these commands are reset after a WING
command. This means that if, for example, the NOHEAn
command were in effect, the user would have to give
this command again following a WING command in order to
retain the effect of the NOHEAD command. The commands
which reverse their effect are: IWRITE, NSTORE, IWCCP,
IWSEP, SUPPRESS, CCI, NOHEAD, and NINT.
Besides resetting the variables associated with the
reversible commands, the WING command causes all other
variables to be reset to their default values. These
default values either come from the geometry file or
are set by this influence matrix program.
The commands which are the most important and basic
are: JJ, which adjusts the number of snanwise
integration points; MM and SWTYPE, which adjust the
spanwise control points; PP and SWTYPE, which adjust
the chordwise control points; START, which initiates
the major part of the computation; WING, which reads in
geometry data for a new wing; and STOP, which
terminates the execution. These and all of the other




Effect: Causes chordwise convergence information to be
.printed. For a typical case this command may
cause an additional 5000 lines of output, so
this command is not generally used except when
debugging.
CONTI NUE
Effect: Causes processing to continue in batch mode
when an erroneous command is encountered.
Otherwise execution will terminate. In the
conversational mode an invalid command message
will be issued and processing will continue.
CWTYPE
Input: CWTYPE (integer variable)
(CHICP(P),P=1,PP) (if CWTYPE<0).
Effect: Causes program to read CWTYPE, an integerdenoting the type of chordwise control pointdistribution. (CHICP(P),P=1,PP) will then be
computed if CWTYPE >0 or read if CWTYPE<0.(CHICP) is an array of PP elements giving the
relative chordwise location of the control
points (0._CHICP<1.). The control points
which are computed are the Wagner points if
CWTYPE=0 (fig. 1) or the Multhopp points ifCWTYPE>O (fig. 2). The accuracy with which
the downwash modes are calculated decreases
for control points approaching but not on theleading and trailing edges. If this commandis not given the default chordwise control
points on the geometry file will be used.This command must be preceded by a PP command
if it is necessary to give a PP command.
DELTAO
Input: DELTAO
Effect: Causes program to read DELTAO. DELTAO is aparameter in the spanwise integration
described in ref. 1. It has a default value
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of AR**2 where AR is the aspect ratio.
EPS
Input: EPS
Effect: Causes program to read EPS, an integration
parameter discussed in ref. 1. The default
value for EPS is .5.
WCCP
Effect: Causes printing of chordwlse control points.
This printing will not occur until after the
START command has been given.
IWRITE
Effect: Causes printing of the influence matrix.
I WSCP
Effect: Causes printing of spanwise control points.
This printing will not occur until after the
START command has been given.
JJ
Input: JJ
Effect: Causes a new JJ to be read. JJ is the number
of spanwise integration points. The default
value is JJMAX, which is a number read from
the geometry file. If necessary, JJ will be
adjusted downwards until MOD(JJMAX+1,JJ+1)=0.
This adjustment is necessary because the
integration points used must be identical to
or a symmetric subset of the integration
points which are on the geometry file.
KK
Input: KK
Effect: Causes new KK to be read. KK is the maximum
order of the spanwise pressure modes. The
actual number of modes computed is equal to KK
8
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unless MODES<O (see below). This command must
follow the MM command if KKIMM, otherwise this
command is not needed.
LMA
Input: LMAX
Effect: Causes program to read LHAX, which is the
maximum number of chordwise integration points
which should be used (excluding the point on
the leading edge). This number will be
adjusted downwards until LMAX+1=(LMIN+1)*2**I
where I is an integer. It will also be
adjusted downwards until it is as small or
smaller than LMXMX in subroutine INITAL.
Currently LMXMX = 511. This relationship
occurs because of the nesting of the chordwise
quadrature points (ref. 1).
Input: LMIN
Effect: Causes program to read LHIN, which is the
minimum number of chordwise integration points
which should be used. If this command is not
given then LMIN will be computed according to
the type of chordwise control points which
will be used. If CWTYPE<O, then the program
assumes LMIN=1. If CWTYPEO, then LHIN will
be computed so as to align the chordwlse
control points with the chordwise integration
points. The latter improves the convergence
rate of the chordwise integration when the
distance between the spanwise control and
integration points is small.
Input: MACH (floating point)
Effect: Causes program to read a new Mach number. The






Effect: Causes program to read MM, which is the number
of spanwise control points. The default value
for MM is the value of NF stored on the
geometry file. This command also sets KK
equal to MM and MREF equal to MM, so, if the
KK and/or MREF commands are to be given, they
should follow this command.
MJODES
Input: MODES
Effect: Causes program to read MODES, which denotes
the type of spanwise pressure modes to be
used. The default value is 1, which causes
both the symmetric and antisymmetric downwash
modes to be calculated. If MODES<O only the
antisymmetric downwash modes will be
calculated. If MODES=O only the symmetric
downwash modes will be calculated.
RE F
Input: MREF
Effect: Causes program to read MREF, which is a
reference number for the calculation of the
spanwise integration points. MREF is the same
as NN in the geometry program (ref. 2) and is
explained therein. Also see the explanation
of the SWTYPE command. If MREF=MM this
command is not needed. If MREFtMM then this
command should be given after the MM command.
Effect: Causes number of chordwise integration points
for each control point and spanwise




Effect: Causes program to read NMAX, which is the
number of chordwise pressure modes. The
default value for NMAX is PP. If NMAXtPP,
this command must follow the PP command. If
NMAX=PP, this command is not necessary.
NOHEAD
Effect: Suppresses the case information which is
ordinarily printed after ODISK is entered and
just prior to computing the influence matrix.
This command is generally only used in the
conversational mode when the output is at the
terminal and then it serves to decrease
terminal time.
NSTORE
Effect: Causes the program not to create an influence
matrix file. This command is generally only
used when testing the program and frequently
is used with the IWRITE command.
PP
Input: PP
Effect: Causes program to read PP, which is the number
of chordwise control stations. This command
also sets NMAX equal to PP, so if the NMAX
command is to be given, it should be given
after the PP command.
START
Effect: Causes the program to print a page of heading
material containing the integration parameters
and other information and then starts
computation of Aerodynamic Influence Matrix.
As the computation is being done the influence
matrix is stored PP rows at a time (if the





Effect: Causes suppression of warning messages





Effect: Causes program to read SWTYPE, which is an
integer denoting the type of spanwise control
points. If SWTYPE=0, then the usual Multhopp
distribution will be used. If SWTYPE0O, then
the array (NINDEX) will be read and the
spanwise control points will be given by
COS(NINDEX(M)*3.14159.../(4REF+1)) for
M=1,2,...MM. This command should follow the
MM command, if the MM command should be given.
Input: A TSS command of 80 characters or less.
Effect: The command is passed to the AMES' TSS
operating system. After the system processes
the command, control returns to the program.
This command is a special one for the AMES'
TSS version of the program.
WLLK
Effect: Causes program to request a new value for ID1
so that another wing can be processed. All
variables and commands are reinitialized after
this command is given.
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5 SAMPLE TERMINAL SESSION
A sample terminal session on the AMES' 360/67 TSS
computer system is given in this section with
additional comments added in parenthesis. During this
session 3 aerodynamic influence matrices for an AR = 2
wing were computed.
For the first influence matrix the default control
points and integration stations were changed. For the
second influence matrix everything was the same as for
the first except that the Mach number was changed.
Both matrices were printed out, but not stored.
For the third matrix the default integration stations
and control points were used.. The defaults were easily
restored by using the WING command. This matrix was
computed and stored, but not printed because of its
large size.










































OUTPUT IS ON ...OUTPUT.AIM.N1...
I12= 0






(By subtracting the previous CPUTIME from the one
above, the user may determine how many CPU seconds it






























OUTPUT IS ON ...OUTPUT.AIM.N3...
ID2 = 5









(The operating system is now in control.)
PRINT OUTPUT.AIM.N1,PRTSP=EDIT,STATION=RMTO5
PRINT BSN=????, ??? LINES
PRINT OUTPUT.AIM.N2,PRTSP=EDIT,STATION=RMT05
PRINT BSN=????, ??? LINES
PRINT OUTPUT.AIM.N3,PRTSP=EDIT,STATION=RMTO5





The following disk files are read by the program. The
Ames' TSS version of the program issues its own DDEF
commands for the files, so none need be given. For
other systems appropriate control cards will have to be
supplied for units 7 and 9.
6.1 GEOMETRY FILE
This file is a variable record length file and is read
from unit 7.
The first record contains identification and title
information including the number of control points and
integration points.
The next record contains the chordwise control points,
the array of indices from which the spanwise control
points are derived, the tangents of the wing edge sweep
angles at the integration stations, etc. For a
complete description of this file see Ref. 2.
On the AMES' TSS system this file has the name GEOM.XI
where I is the numerical value of ID1.
6.2 IDENTIFICATION NUMBER FILE
This file is read from unit 9 and rewritten on unit 9
and contains identification numbers in binary form.
The second number on this file (ID2) is incremented by
1 and then the file is rewritten using the incremented
value of ID2. ID2 is the identification number which
will be used for the aerodynamic influence matrix file.
It is printed out with the heading information for each
case.
On the AMES' TSS system this file has the name IDFILE.
16
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7 INFLUENCE MATRIX (AIM) FILE
This file is a variable record length file and is
written on unit 11. The Ames' TSS version of the
program issues its own DDEF command for this file, so
none need be given. For another system appropriate
control cards would have to be supplied for unit 11.
The first record contains identification and title
information plus information about the size of the
matrix and location of spanwise and chordwise control
points.
The second and subsequent records contain the influence
matrix itself.
On the AMES' TSS system this file has the name
AIM.XI.XJ where I is the numerical value of ID1 and J
is the numerical value of ID2.
The specific information stored on the file is the
following:
FIRST LOGICAL RECORD
ID1 Identification number of the geometry file.
ID2 Identification number of AIM file.
NSEQ This integer no longer serves a practical
purpose.
(TITLE) Titling information of up to 80 characters.
This array is 26 integer words long.
NTITL Number of words in TITLE to be printed.
PP Number of chordwise control stations
(integer).
CWTYPE An integer denoting the type of chordwise
control point distribution.
MM Number of spanwise control points.




SWTYPE An integer denoting the type of spanwise
control points.
NMAX Number of chordwise pressure modes.
KK Maximum order of the spanwise pressure modes.
MODES Denotes the type of spanwise pressure modes
whose downwash modes have been calculated and
are stored on subsequent records of this file.
UNSYM Integer which, when not equal to 0, indicates
an unsymmetric wing.
LMIN Minimum number of chordwise integration points
which was used.
LMAX Maximum number of chordwise integration points
which was used.
JJ MAX Maximum number of spanwise integration
stations.
JJ Number of integration points which have been
used.
MACH Mach number.
EPS An integration parameter.
DELTAO A parameter in the spanwise integration.
(CHICP) An array containing PP chordwise stations at
which the downwash modes have been determined.
(NINDEX) An array containing MM integers for computing
the spanwise control point positions.
(ETACP) MM spanwise stations at which the downwash
modes have been determined. Although (ETACP)
can be derived from (NINDEX) and MREF, it was





(((ALFA(N,K,P), t=l1,Nl"AX) ,K =tKL,KK,KJlUMP),P=1,PP)
Where KL=1 if ODES>0 or KL=2 if MOnES<0O an. K1J.!P=1 if
.1ODES>0 or KJ JMP=2 if tHODES<O and ..MP="1.M i4 the win. is
unsyrirletrical 1 or HMP =(.MM+1)/2 if the winp is
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Figure .- The Wagner (CWTYPE = 0) chordwise control point distribution for PP
L.E. T.E.
Figure 2.- The MULTHOPP (CWTYPE > 0) chordwise control point distribution for PP = 4.
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STARTING 2000 M LOOP
ROwS 1. 5 HAVE BEE , STOEr)
ROWS 6_10 HtVE BEEN STORED
R WS 11-15 HVE BEENi STORED
RO S lh-20 H&VE 1LEN STURLD
PowS 21~.5 HAVE PEEN STOED
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REAL JJZo MODS, MMS, MRESO NASO LMAwo LMIo 443 NSTs3 jW9
IlWC39 I SSo MACS NONo NIN3
DIMENSION TITLEg26)o CHICP2Z0)o NINODEUmV)
DIMENSION EYA(38)o STHETA(384)o xI8Ipe383)o CORDIp(393)
DIMENSION TLEL(383)~TLFR(383),TTEL(383),TTER(303)
C,,,,,DIMENSION IRREGE AT LEAST AS GREAT AS 6*NMAXa4K,
C,.*,*DIMENSION IRREGI AT LEAST AS GREAT AS NMAX*PPo
C.,,,,DIMENSION ALFA AT LEAST AS GREAT AS NMAX*KK*PPo



















COMMON x YS 9DELTAHHNNMAX,SUPRES,NOCCo RLLMINoUh6LTOTAL
EQUIVALENCE CALFA2PIRREGEPETACP
DATA Us U7,U20OU11/5, To 9 11/ , UCt /6/
DATA COM /4H /
DATA WINS / 3HWIN /
DATA CONS / AHCON /
DATA STOS / 3HSTO /
DATA DELS / 3HDEL /
DATA JJ S / 3HJJ /
DATA MODS / 3HMOD /
DATA PP s / 3HPP /
DATA CWTS / 3HCWT /
DATA MM S / 3HMM /
DATA MRES / 3HMRE /
DATA SWTS / 3HSWT /
DATA NMAS / 3HNMA /
DATA LMAS / 3HLMA /
DATA LMI$ / 3HLMI /
DATA KK S / 3HKK /
DATA NSTS / 3HNST /
DATA IWRS / 3HIWR /
DATA IWCS / 3HIWC /
DATA IWSs / ;HIWS /
DATA MACS / 3HMAC /
DATA SUPS / 3HSUP /
DATA CCI / 3HCCI /
DATA NOHS / 3HNOH /
DATA NINS / 3HNIN /
DATA sTAs / 3HSTA /
DATA TSSs / 3HTSS /
PIu3. SZ1592653589793 OS
U6 a UCO
















































IF (COM EQj WINs) GO To 2n
IF (COM ,EQ, CONS) GO TO s0
IF (CON ,EQ. STOS) GO TO 10t
IF (CON ,EQo DELS) GO TO 110
IF (COM ,EQO EPSs) GO TO 115
IF (COM ,EQ, JJ s) GO TO 120
IF (cOM ,EO, MOos) GO TO 130
IF (CON ,EQ, PP s) GO TO 140
IF (COM ,EQ, cwTS) GO TO 150
IF (COM ,EG, MM $) GO TO 160
IF (COM ,EQ. MREs) GO TO 170
IF (COM ,EQ, SwTs) GO TO 180
IF (CONM Ee, NMA$) GO TO 190
IF (COM ,EgQ LMAS) GO TO 200
IF (rOnM Eg, LMIS) GO TO 210
IF (CONM EQ. KK S) GO TO 220
IF (COM ,to, N5Ts) GO TO 230
IF (COM ,EG, IwRs) GO TO 240
IF (COM ,EQ, IwCs) GO TO 25n
S I (OM ,OEg, IwSS) GO TO 260
IF (CON ,E*Q MACS) GO TO 270
IF (COM ,EQ, SUPS) GO TO 280
IF (CON ,Eo, Ctts) GO TO 290
IF (COM ,EO, NOHS) GO TO 295
IF (COM ,EG, NINS) GO TO 296
IF (CON ,EQ, STAS) GO TO 300
C
C,,,,FOR AMESt TSSS VERSION ONLY, ALOWS TSS COMMAND TO BE ENTERED
IF (CON ,EO, TSSs) GO tO 60
IF(rONVRS)wRITE(US.2023)COM
























































































C,....FOR AMESI TSS SYSTEM ONLY, DEFINES DSNAME OF IDFILE.







CALL OAEYCI6,I6HREj_ EASE FT09F001 I~




IFCOOISK.Eg.0) GO TO 304
ODISKmMOD(MAX6(1,ODISK)g 10)
WRITF(UCOU?026) OD13K














wRITE(Ub*2004) MMt MREFP SWTYPP





IF(IWCCP.NE,O) WRITE(UbpZoIo) (CHICP(I), I11 PP)









IF4MOD(JJloMRFF1) qNj,5 ) PAUSF ll
IF(INFSTO *NFo0) Go TO 340
Co,.... COMPUTING SPANWiISE CONTROL POINTS FOR AIM FILE', THE
C99,04ONLY FLACE ETACP IS USED 1S IN wRITING THE INTRODUCTOlRY





C..... FOR AMESi TSS VERSION ONLY'. AIMFIL ISSUES D0EF COMMANDS TO
C,....,THE TSS OPERATING SYSTEM.
CALL AIMFIL(IDI102D)





NM A RNMA K
MM ISmm4
CALL INFMAT cMMMRFFPPPNMAXRUNSYMuKM~rpESJJMCALCJJMAXu INF$TO,.
1PiwkTEU5,U1 1,MAC~,DELTA0,ETASTHETA.X8ILIPpCORDIP,C4ICPuNINDEXONIu
INT, IRREGE,!RREGIALFAALFA2, IKSKGNLGPNLprNTDHNDXMNYZROI









2000 FORMAT(1HI/47H0DETERmINATIQN OF AERODYNAMIC INFLUENCE MATR~IX ,
2001 FOIkMAT r6H0QTLpUX,'hHx #20A41~
2002 FORMAT e4HOIPI ,bX, ~INK /dH Ifl2,6X, INS1/51 N$EO,5X, INS, I5j
203FORMATe3H PP,7Xp 1HxpI5/7H CWTYPE#3X,1 wz015,
.28004 FORMATt3H MMsXflH:,IS/SH MREF05XIH201S/7N SWTYPE,3X,IHPSI
'J200S FORMAT(SH NMAX#SX.IHzp15/34 KKpYK,114,I5/bH MODE5,pJXp1N:,15/bN UNS.
1yMpgX, 1t45e !5
2006 FORMAT(5M LMINpbyoiM:.IS/5W LMAX#Sx,1IHX#151
2007 FORMATfbH JJMAXo4SX#IHX#I5,3H JJp7X#IHUIS)
2008 FORMAT CTM DFLTA0,3X, iNPFI I ,S/'H FPS,6X, INzF1 15/
1I..i MACHSX IHN,FI 1 .b
2009 FORMATe7H INFSTO,3XplNaIb)
2020 FORMAT(8H (CHICP)/( 1EF1O*6))
2021 FORMATeIQM I INU.EX ETA)
2022 FORMATCIXp1I4vj5vFIO,5)
2023 FORMATr2SIH UNRECOGNIZED COMMANDI S~
2024 FORMATeI3H ENTER iS*TCH
2025 FORMATCI3M ENTER ODISK
2026 FORMAT(2qf4 UUTPUT IS ON ,.,OUTPuTAIM, N flpHq
202? p0RMAT(SH 1023, 13)
2028 FO$RMAT(13N ENTER~ 101
END
SUADRUTrNE INFMAT (MMe4REpPPoeNHAXRUNSYMKfvMOESJJMCALCeJJMA~, I
INFSTO. IWRITE,USUI I MACH,DELTAOETApSTHETA. XSILIPCORDJPCHIlCP.NIN
I0Ex,NINT,1RREG(f,!RREGIl,AI.FA,ALFA2,1K, SKO GNLp GPNLt rWT0





















































C ..... GTOTAL WILL sBE THE GR~AND TOTAL OF THE NUmf4MER OF












Cose ...mODESLT~o ... JDD MODES
Cllv.. mOI'ES.EG,0* ...EVEN mOn~ES




























C..,,.COMPUTING QUANTITIES ASSOCIATED wITH CONTROL POINTS













C,,....COMPUTING QUANTITIES ASSOCIATED WITH INTERIOR CONTROL






















* WRITe (Ue I)
C**** ***** ***** *
DO.2000 MIMCALCMMP
MnNINDEX(M)*MRATIO
C..,,,LTOTP(P)INUMnER OF INTEGRATION POINTS USED OVER THE







IF (NOTL) GO TO 500
C,,,,,COMPUTING QUANTITIES ASSOCIATED WITH LEADING EDGE






C9,,,.EOS 74 AND ?S










J 1LPsCt*DUM1 3*CEL2'CM, &* *EM*EMCOMPI
500 CONTINUE
Ce#999EQ. 60 ' T OT o
C99,..,EM1eOM IS'THE' COMPLIKENTARY PARAmE-TER To E'l
DUMtw~q*EMI*Em1COM
c99999M9S 55*S~e ALSO SEE eS 76.719
SA1MitCe *CEL2 tE041 0 I.,41 ..?.*II~
GAMIPuC7.CEL2fEMlCOMEMCOMOUM')




JIMxC5*DUM1* CEL2 EM Em, 2 ,*E m*EMC omPI
TANTEI~:TTER(mp)










70 .,,CONPTINE (UANTITIES ASSOCIATED WITH INTERIOR rONTROL POINTS',
e ,**,,SI NES AND COSINErS IN EQ, 222
Jt(KL-I )*M2+TJX1MI




























C,,,,,COmPUTING THE EXACT INTEGRALS OF THE IRREGUL&R
C,*,,,PARTS AND THE CONTRIRUTION TO ALFA FROM ETAimETA,
IF (NOTL) GO TO tooo
DUM720'.
DUMSMO*








































C***** START OF SPANWISE INTFGRATION **
%n DO 1600 JXJLoJJMAX TJRATO
C ... o,DETEkMINING SK(ETA')p EQ, 19
L*(KL-1 )*J4.TJXlMI




IFCMODCL, TJJmX1 ),+.GT, INnEX) SKCK)uwSK(K)13b0 LWL+LJtJMP
DE TAsE TA CM2) .E TA (J)
DETA2*DETA*DETA
SJm 5 STIIETA(J) /('kjj1 DETA2)
YwTBE TA/CORDTP eJ )*DE TA







SOET AS#SQRT(CA8DE 1A) *STHETA('J)
!F (DETA*LT,0*D0)Tv2







C940f * 61 Op 62
AA(NK ) aALPA CN, K, 1) ,JM* (SK CK) *HNN)SK
14400 CONTINUE
9U", 1420 IF (NOI) GO TO 1440







1430 ALFACNKP)*ALFA(N#K#P) + RJM*SK(K)*(HHNcN).?RRFGI(NoIP)*rDUMS)
1440 IF (NOTT) GO TO 1460
XvDUMj 4DLMZ
CALL INFFUN











** , ******* SPANWISE INTEGRATION FINISHED **********
C
C.....CHANGING TO MODES SKUSINCK*THETA)
C










C,,,,,END OF CHANGING MODES

























I FORMATC22HISTARTING 2000 M LOOP //1
2 FORMAT(SHOETAs, F1O,7, 6H CHI, F97, 13 H *INTPTS,x #IS)
3 FORMAT (9H (ALFA(No ,I2 tIH, , 12, IIHpNl1,NMAX))
a FORMAT (tX,Fl,7,3Fj5S7)
S FORMAT(5SHOROWS 0l3,lIHi 12, 17H HAVE BEEN STORED )
6 FORMAT(20HOINT, POINT TOTAL a ,1 )




C.,,,.THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE PRESSURE MODE INFLUENrE
C, ,*,,FUNCTIONS, WHICH ARE THE INTEGRAL ON ( I I) OF
C,,,,, HN(XP)*KBARCXOXPeY)/2,
C,.,,,HN ARE THE VAN SPEIGEL CHORDWISE FUNCTyONS
C,.,,,THE INTEGRATION IS DONE REPEATEDLY WITH
C,.,,,TWICE AS MANY INTEGRATION POINTS EACH TIME
C.,*,,UNTIL EITHER THE MAXIMUM CHANGE IS LESS
C.,,,,THAN DELTA AND LL,GE.RLLMIN OR UNTIL LLsLLMAxI.
Co...,LMIN IS THE STARTING NUMBER OF INTEGRATION POINTS,
C,,,,,NESTING IS USED SO THAT AFTER THE FIRST INTEGRATION THE
C,*,,,VALUES OF KBAR NEED ONLY BE DETERMINED AT
C..,,EVERY OTHER STATION,
C,,,,,THE INTEGRAL IS COMPUTED USING THE QUADRATURE FORMULA



















C.,,,,,EACH PASS THROUGH THE J LOOP REPRESENTS A CHORDWISE
C.,,,,INTEGRATION
DO 200 Jal,LPWR




V C,,,,,LL* NUMBER OF INTEGRATION POINTS INCLUDING THE












C...,,,,THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT INSURES THAT ONLY HHNIS COMPUTED
C,,,,,WITH A CERTAIN DEGREE OF PRECISION wILL RE USED IN THE
C.,,,,COMPARISON CONVERGENCE TEST,

















305 WRITE (U6b2) XVYS, ELTALTOTALg(DIFFN(N),Nt1,NMAX)
RETURN
I FORMAT(///s THE CHORDWISE INTEGRATION FAILED TO CONVERGE')
2 FORMAT(O X siFl156,i YS uiF5,6b/i DELTA Ifi12,8,t N
IUMBER OF INTEGRATION POINTS :,tIS5/ DIFF i,S5F12,8/8X,SF12,8)
ENO
SUBROUTINE INITAL(CWTYPEoPP)
C....,THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES ,G,, THE VALUES OF THE
C,,,,,CMORDISE PRESSURE MODES EVALUATED
C,,,,,AT POSITIONS GIVEN BY THE ARRAY (XP), OHICH IS ALSO COM.
C.,,,EACH MODE HAS BEEN MULTIPLIED RY PI/p*SIN(PHI).
C.,,,,THIS VERSION IS FOR THE VAN SPEIGEL PRESSURE MODES.
C,,,,,OUANTITIES ARE DETERMINED AT EACH xP a -COS(PHI),
C,,,,PHI TAKES ON THE VALUES DPHIE2*DPHI,,..,LMAX*DPHI,
C.,,.,AND THE LAST VALUE IS PHI : 0 (I,E., XP(LMAX*+)w-tl),
C.,,,,SIMILARLY G(NL)WTHE VALUE OF G FOR PHIWL*DPHI,

























M A Ru at, MA X
un NMAXRoNMAX
DPHIZPI/DFLOAT CLMAXI )
C.,.,CO'MPUTING THE ARRAY *XPO







C.....COMPUTING THE ARRAY '*G,, ALL THE NECESSARY
C69,69.NUMBERS HAVE BEEN COMPUTED AND ARE CONTAINED IN * xpof
C .....,IT IS ONLY NECESSARY TO COMR!.NE THEM IN THE APPROPRIAT,



























C,,,,.THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE INFLUENCE FUNCTIONS FOR YwO,
c.,,,,THIS VERSION OF THE PROGRAM IS FOR THE VAN SPEIGEL MODES,
DIMENSION MHN(NMA*)
DOURLE PRECISION PHIDNSNSNMISNM2,TOPIPI




IF(NMAX ,LT, 2) RETURN
SNM1.DSIN (2,DO*PHI)/2,DO
HHN(2)t(PHI*SNMI)/PI






































9 CEL2,.7853 9 8 2 *AN/ARI
RETURN
EN r
